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“...nothing at all takes place in the Universe in which some rule of
maximum or minimum does not appear.”1

Leonhard P. Euler.

1Leonhard Euler, “Methodus Inviendi Lineas Curvas Maximi Minimive
Proprietate Gaudentes”, Lausanne & Geneva, 1744, p. 245.
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Models



Models

What is a model?

MODELS are simplified REPRESENTATIONS
of the reality.



Models

Types of models

Models can be:

▶ Conceptual.

▶ Interactive.

▶ Quantitative.

▶ Visualization.



Models

Mathematical programming models

Mathematical programming models are one of the main
varieties of quantitative models and are traditionally classified
depending on the equations and variables of the models:

▶ Linear programming.

▶ Non-linear programming.

▶ Integer programming.



Applications



Applications

Why integer programming?

Integer programming is used to model and solve
optimization problems with discrete decisions in a
wide range of disciplines.



Applications

Why integer programming?

Some of those disciplines are:

▶ Operations research: production planning, management,
finances, logistics.

▶ Chemical engineering and petroleum production.

▶ Computer networks.



Applications

Operations research

Designing airline crew schedules:

Assign crew to each flight leg
Minimizing the cost

Must satisfy legal rules, such as:

limited total flying time

minimum rest time



Applications

Operations research

Train scheduling:

Assign trains to single tracks
Minimizing the waiting time

Must satisfy:

sufficient transit time for passenger with connections

avoid train collisions



Applications

Operations research

Production planning:

Produce different products in factories
Maximizing the profit / minimizing the costs

Must satisfy:

products are produced in batches

the production attends all the demand



Applications

Chemical engineering and petroleum production

Blending/pooling problem:

Mix raw material in pools to produce blends
Minimizing the production costs

Must satisfy:

capacity constraints of pools

the attendance of blends demands



Applications

Chemical engineering and petroleum production

Design of distillation columns:

Select trays, feed and output stream locations
Minimizing the distillation costs

Must satisfy:

distillation process requirements

distillation demands



Applications

Computer networks

Virtualization:
Map virtual networks to physical networks

Maximizing the virtualization profit

Must satisfy:

virtual networks requirements

physical networks configurations
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Scope and evaluation

What will we learn throughout the semester?

▶ To formulate optimization problems as integer linear
programming models.

▶ To exactly solve the formulations with existing solvers.

▶ To develop matheuristics and approximations algorithms by
using the formulations.



Scope and evaluation

How will we learn that?

▶ Selecting an optimization problem related to the student
research.

▶ Applying the concepts and ideas of each topic to the problem.

▶ Writing an article with the results obtained to the problem.

▶ Reviewing a colleague article.

▶ Presenting a seminar with those founds.

▶ Solving the list of exercises of each topic.



Scope and evaluation

What will be the topics to study?

▶ Brief overview on computational complexity and linear algebra.
▶ Linear programming, primal and dual formulations, algorithms

and complexity.
▶ Integer and binary programming formulations, applications

and complexity.
▶ Integer linear programming relaxations.
▶ Exact algorithms and solvers for integer linear programming.
▶ Development of matheuristics.
▶ Approximation algorithms based on primal, dual and

primal-dual formulations.



Scope and evaluation

Academic load

4 hours each week, divided in two lectures of two hours each:

▶ 1 lecture on Tuesdays.

▶ 1 lecture on Thursdays.

Summing up: 60 hours in 30 lectures!



Scope and evaluation

Grades

Each student must select one optimization problem to work over
the entire semester. The evaluation will consider the following
items:

(𝑃𝑅) Partial results for the selected problem.

(𝐴) Article with the obtained results for the problem.

(𝑂𝑃) Oral presentation of the obtained results for the problem.

(𝑅) Review of another students articles.

(𝐿𝐸) Lists of exercises for each topic.

The final grade will depend on the following weighted sum:

𝑊𝑆 = 0.3 × 𝑃𝑅 + 0.3 × 𝐴 + 0.1 × 𝑂𝑃 + 0.1 × 𝑅 + 0.2 × 𝐿𝐸.



Scope and evaluation

Grades

Weighted sum Final grade

[9.0, 10.0] A

[7.5, 9.0) B

[6.0, 7.5) C

[0.0, 6.0) D
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